Jumping Judy

Choreography: Darolyn Pchajek – darolyn@daretoclog.com
Level: Beginner's

Wait 16 beats

PART A (32 beats)

Vine Left - DS DS(xib) DS RS
L R L RL
Jump Jump - DS DS Stomp Stomp Jump
R L R L Both

Vine Right
Jump Jump (Left foot lead)
Triple Kick Forward
Jump Jump (Right foot lead)
Triple Step Back
Jump Jump (left foot lead)

PART B (16 beats)

Jumping Judy – DS Slur DS Br (1/2 turn left) DS Ba(xib) Ba Ba(os) Ba(xib) Ba S(os)
(Slur Brush & Joey) L L R R L R L R L

Repeat to front

PART C (32 beats)

Turkey Left
Jump Jump (Right foot lead)
Turkey Right
Jump Jump (Left foot lead)
Kangaroo – DS Slide (fwd) RS Slide (fwd) RS
L L RL L RL
Jump Jump (Right foot lead)
4 Crazy Legs
Jump Jump (Left foot lead)

PART B* (32 beats)

4 Jumping Judy – Do 1/4 turns on the brush to all four walls